
14-Week Half Marathon Training Schedule 

Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Tuesday Friday Saturday Wednesday

1 2 Rest Recover Rest 2 4 miles Recover

2 2 1/2 X-Train Recover X-Train 2 1/2 4 miles Recover

3 2 X-Train Recover X-Train 2 6 miles Recover

4 2 1/2 X-Train Recover X-Train 2 1/2 6 miles Recover

5 3 X-Train Recover X-Train 3 8 miles Recover

6 3 1/2 X-Train Recover X-Train 3 1/2 9 miles Recover

7 4 X-Train Recover X-Train 4 8 miles Recover

8 3 1/2 X-Train Recover X-Train 3 1/2 10 miles Recover

9 4 3 miles Recover 3 miles 4 7 miles Recover

10 4 1/2 X-Train Recover X-Train 4 1/2 10 miles Recover

11 5 X-Train Recover X-Train 5 8 miles Recover

12 3 X-Train Recover X-Train 4 1/2 11 miles Recover

13 5 X-Train Recover X-Train 5 6 miles Recover

14 5 1/2 Rest Recover Rest 5 1/2 Rest Recover



Tips, Tricks and Focuses by Week 

Week 1 
This week, just get a solid understanding of what it feels like to run. Don’t run with a watch or 

pay any attention to time. Don’t put any pressure or expectations on yourself. Just run and 
smile! 

Week 2 
Bust our your time keeper and make adjustments to your shoes/socks that you need. Then, 
make solid running habits. You’ve been at this a couple weeks now and should know when 

are good times for you to run and when aren’t. Commit to those. 

Week 3 
Begin paying attention to your pace, breathing, and stamina. The best half-marathon runners 

maintain the exact same pace throughout the entire 13.1 miles. 

Week 4 
At times, you’ll feel tired, while at other times you’ll feel great and full of energy. It may even be 

an emotional/physical roller coaster. That’s okay! While paying attention to your body, 
exercise your mental strength through the good and bad. 



Week 5 
Now you may be getting mentally tired. Be focused in the moment and by preparing ahead 

of time for each day’s workout. 

Week 6 
Have fun! Both in your running and your cross training. Make sure you are incorporation cross 
training that brings you a bit more emotional energy the next day. Aka, do something that you 

love. 

Week 7 
By now, you get it. You have a habit schedule down, but the same spirit you started with may 

not be as strong. Take a day and remember why you started. Write it on the sole of your 
shoes.  

Weeks 8 
Guess what? You are physically a different person then when you started this journey in week 

one. Also, you’re past halfway there. 

Week 9 
It is time to pick it up a bit and start setting your focus on your half-marathon. Try 

experimenting with new paces that test your limits. 



Week 10 
Are you a music or podcast person? Whether it is, try running without headphones during 

one of your runs. Many races don’t allow you to run with headphones in your ears. 

Week 11 
Support matters! Feel free to invite a few friends/family to the finish line of your race. It will 

add a bit of extra motivation for you in your final few weeks of training. 

Week 12 
Take this week to double check your gear. How are your shoes? Have you experienced any 
lower leg soreness the last couple weeks and perhaps it is time to get a new pair of shoes 

before race day? And socks don’t have holes in them, right? 

Week 13 
Suggestion: Skip the alcohol until your race is finished. You have done the training. Now it’s 

time to maintain this body of work. As the intensity dials itself down it’s important to focus on 
sleep, hydration, diet and fun. 

Week 14 
Trust yourself. If you have made it this far, you are prepared for this. Trust yourself.


